We describe the integration of smart digital objects with Hebbian learning to create a distributed, real-time, scalable approach to adapting to a community's preferences. We designed an experiment using popular music as the subject matter. Each digital object corresponded to a music album and contained links to other music albums. By dynamically generating links among digital objects according to user traversal patterns, then hierarchically organizing these links according to shared metadata values, we created a network of digital objects that self-organized in real-time according to the preferences of the user community. Furthermore, the similarity between user preferences and generated link structure was more pronounced between collections of objects aggregated by shared metadata values.
INTRODUCTION
We describe a real-time, scalable methodology to compute community preferences that can operate across multiple web servers. We have previously used Hebbian learning to capture community preferences in digital libraries, but always through batch-based log analysis of a single web server. By combining Hebbian learning with smart digital objects, we can compute the preferences in real-time. We describe an experiment that demonstrates this technique using metadata about popular music.
Buckets
The Smart Objects, Dumb Archives (SODA) model allows for many of the services previously provided by repositories to be pushed down to the level of the digital object itself. In the SODA model, complex digital objects called "buckets" provide an interface to their contents, enforce terms and conditions, and generally assume all functionality required by the user to access the heterogeneous data stored within the object [22] [23] .
Rather than a mere directory used to store various file types, buckets provide their own structure for containing data and methods. A bucket contains N elements. Each element may be a discrete resource of a particular file type, or may be a set of other elements. An element may also be a URL pointer to a network object, such as another bucket.
Buckets were developed in the context of managing many related data objects for NASA digital libraries. They were also designed to not depend on any particular repository implementation for their operation. Instead, they carry their required source code inside themselves, trading redundancy for increased survivability.
The self-contained and flexible nature of buckets make them amenable for use in a variety of user applications. The nested element structure imposes no fixed storage limits, and the access methods can be customized to accommodate any idiosyncratic data types. They are easily accessible in a networked environment because their methods can be invoked via HTTP requests. The following is one of the buckets in this experiment:
http://www.cs.odu.edu/~lutken/bucket/215/ This URL does not provide any explicit method to invoke, so the bucket defaults to its display method, producing the output shown in Figure 1 . Thus, a more explicit method invocation with the same result would be:
http://www.cs.odu.edu/~lutken/bucket/215/?method =display The display method presents the bucket's metadata, as shown in Figure 1 , and also the bucket contents. In this experiment, the contents we are interested in managing are a set of peer buckets represented by URLs. At the bottom of Figure 1 , the list of recommended LPs is shown (slightly truncated for size; 4 additional artist/LPs are present in the original web page).
Hebb's Laws of Learning
The method by which links between buckets are dynamically created and adjusted in weight is based upon Hebb's Law of Learning. Hebb's law postulates that the connection between two neurons in the brain becomes stronger when the neurons repeatedly fire in close temporal proximity [2] . In this way, the very structure of the brain is affected by previous usage patterns. This is naturally a simplified lens with which to examine the complicated system of neurological functions, Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. but it provides a useful model that has found applications in machine learning. Hebbian learning has been successfully used in adaptive hypertext networks capable of learning usage patterns and rerouting hyperlinks accordingly [14] . As a close analogy to such a system, we use a set of rules derived from Hebbian learning to create dynamic links between smart digital objects.
The work presented here builds on our previous work in developing recommendations in scholarly digital libraries. It is important to note that in these projects, personalization is not the goal. Rather, we attempt to extract the collective preferences of a particular focused community centered around the digital library in question. In [3] [6] we used Hebbian learning and log analysis techniques to make recommendations of related journals based on the reading patterns of Los Alamos National Laboratory researchers. In [20] , we used similar techniques to implement and evaluate a recommendation service for the NASA Technical Report Server (NTRS). Since NTRS is open to the public and NASA cannot track the actions of individuals without a significant bureaucratic burden, the collective community preference model maps well to this application. In [4] , we implemented and evaluated a recommendation server for the Open Video project. Since videos in the Open Video Project tend to have very limited textual metadata, this project demonstrated the usefulness of mining the browsing patterns of users to generate recommendations for related videos.
However, all of these previous implementations have been based on batch analysis of server logs and periodic adjustment of links, typically on a monthly basis. None of the systems could immediately show the impact of user's actions.
Related Work
There has been a significant amount of work on generating recommendations for web pages. Some studies have focused on using collaborative filtering techniques to adjust online radio playlists [9] [15] . However, these techniques require the maintenance of specific user profiles, something that is not required with our technique. A number of studies have focused on improving existing recommendation systems, such as [12] [17] using singular value decomposition to improve recommendations. Exploiting existing social networks to increase the quality of recommendations is described in [19] . In [25] , automated and human generated recommendations were compared and although human generated recommendations were preferred, the automated recommendations were often provided interesting and novel. A comprehensive framework for evaluating recommendation systems is provided in [16] .
Adaptive hypertext networks have been explored before, but in a different implementation styles.
The Distributed Dynamic Link Service [8] [32] implements adaptive links in a peer-topeer network, but it requires the use of separate link servers and link bases.
Passive and directed client-side link adaptation is described in [28] . User directed linking behavior has also been widely studied in a variety of contexts, such as [30] [24] [31] . However, none of these systems have been implemented with smart-objects similar to buckets.
Buckets are just one of many complex digital object formats that derive from the original Kahn-Wilensky Framework [18] . However, buckets are unique in that they combine the metadata, data and methods all in one storage object, and not in a repository. A full survey of complex digital objects used in digital library applications can be found in [21] . 
IMPLEMENTING DYNAMIC LINKING
Drawing from the model of near-synchronous neuron firing strengthening the connection between the firing pair, we assume that buckets accessed in quick succession are likely related, and the link between them should therefore be strengthened. Implementing this, each bucket maintains its links to other buckets as part of its XML encoded metadata ( Figure 2 ). In order to monitor user traversal patterns and manage the links accordingly, these URLs do not simply link to the target bucket's display method. Instead, each link points back to the current bucket, with a redirect to the target. For example, the request:
http://www.cs.odu.edu/~lutken/bucket/215/ ?method=display&redirect=http://www.cs.odu. edu/~lutken/bucket/29/?method=display would cause the current bucket (215) to redirect to target bucket 29. By directing all requests through the current bucket, each bucket is able to detect patterns in the browsing habits of its users and dynamically update its links.
-<element wt="0.5" id="~http://www.cs.odu.edu/~lutken/bucket/29/"> -<metadata> 
Updating Links
Because all requests for links are directed through the current bucket, the implicit preferences revealed when links are selected can be used to adjust link weights in a meaningful manner. Three simple rules can be implemented that reflect the principle of Hebb's Law: frequency, symmetry and transitivity. In the interest of readability, the examples in this section use "1", "2" and "3" instead of full bucket URLs.
When a user accessing bucket 1 clicks on a link to bucket 2, it can be inferred that some users who are interested in bucket 1 are also interested in bucket 2, and the link between them should therefore be strengthened. Thus, a frequency constant is added to the weight of this link every time a user makes this decision. In choosing bucket 2, the following URL will be selected:
At that time, bucket 1 will add the frequency constant to its internal representation of the link, as in Figure 3 . Notice the URL also provides bucket 2 with a referrer argument. Using this argument, bucket 2 is also able to recognize the user's choice to access both of these objects in succession, and can reciprocate the link strengthening by adding a symmetry constant, as shown in Figure 4 . If no link previously existed from bucket 2 to bucket 1, such a link is created at this time. Finally, a mechanism is required by which buckets are able to adjust their links to each other even if they are not accessed in immediate succession. This is accomplished by recognizing that a transitive relationship may be defined by a user's path through a set of buckets. For instance, a path from bucket 1 to bucket 3 via bucket 2 demonstrates not only a relationship between buckets 1 and 2, or buckets 2 and 3, but also a less direct relationship between buckets 1 and 3.
Following such a path, the URL generated in bucket 2 to allow the traversal to continue to bucket 3 would have the following structure:
http://2?method=display&referer=2&redirect =http://1?method=display%26redirect=http: //3?method=display%26referer=http://2 Because bucket 2 is shown to be the referrer, and the ultimate redirect is for bucket 3, bucket 2 increments its own link weight by the frequency constant as in the previous example. However, instead of an immediate redirect to bucket 3, we have an intermediate redirect to bucket 1. The display method of bucket 1 is invoked without any referrer argument. Because this argument is missing, bucket 1 is able to recognize this as a transitive operation, and therefore increments its link weight to bucket 3 by the transitivity constant ( Figure 5 ). If a direct link from bucket 1 to bucket 3 did not exist prior to this operation, it is now created (transitivity is the only way in which new links are introduced to the system). Bucket 3 is recognized as the object whose link should be increased because it is the target of the redirect. Note that, although a bucket 1 method is invoked by a URL generated at bucket 2, there are no frequency or symmetry adjustments made to the links between buckets 1 and 2 in this operation. The redirect from bucket 1 to bucket 3 shows bucket 2 as the referrer, so bucket 3 is able to take the appropriate step of incrementing its link to bucket 2 by the symmetry constant. As in the previous operations, if the symmetric link from bucket 3 to bucket 2 did not exist, it will now be created. This concludes the transitive operation.
Hierarchical Display of Links
The buckets use the link weights to build a hierarchical adaptive interface. The first step in this process is accessing the metadata of each digital object targeted by the bucket's links.
The various metadata fields offer different opportunities to organize the links by common characteristics, but we will here assume that one metadata field has been chosen as most appropriate, and continue accordingly. Retrieving the value of this field for each target object, we use these values as the "bins" into which each link can now be grouped. The weights of the links in each bin are totaled, and the normalized weight of each bin is calculated from its weight total and the total number of links in the bin. The bins are now sorted by normalized weight, and presented to the user in decreasing order. Thus the higher each grouping appears, the more recommended its target content. The links within each bin are also presented in order of decreasing weight.
The process of hierarchically organizing links makes possible a great deal of additional functionality at the level of the digital object. For example, to spot temporal trends in research, we can group articles according to publication date. To find experts on a given topic, we can group according to author.
Limited only by the available metadata, the combination of dynamically ranking objects according to user traversals and grouping those objects according to their explicit commonalities provides a powerful and flexible method for discovering meaningful connections among data objects.
EXPERIMENTAL TESTBED
It is infeasible to expect each digital object in a network to maintain extensive personalized logs to determine the content preference of any given user. Instead, the approach taken in this experiment is to draw from the traversal patterns of the entire user community [10] to discover the peer objects commonly co-accessed with the current object. In this way, links to the peer objects can be created and weighted so as to provide recommendations based on the combined experience of previous users [5] [2] . To refine this process, we can take advantage of any metadata the digital objects have been implemented to provide. By grouping the dynamic links according to a shared value in any given metadata field, and normalizing the combined weights accordingly, we can make recommendations not only for the object level of discourse, but also for aggregate entities.
To demonstrate that the methodology outlined above could be used to evolve a network of smart objects to correspond to the preferences of a community, we created an experiment that used 800 buckets, each one representing an album released by one of the top 50 rock bands of all time as chosen by Spin Magazine [26] . Each bucket's display method presented a brief description of the album, along with an album cover thumbnail and metadata fields of artist, release date, tones, title and genre ( Figure 1) . All of the album information was harvested from allmusic, a popular music website [1] .
The initial links between buckets were generated randomly, with each bucket containing 5 links to other buckets, and having 5 other buckets containing links to it. All initial links were given a weight of 0.5. Link weights were increased by 1.0 for frequency, 0.5 for symmetry, and 0.3 for transitivity. These weights were empirically determined in previous research [2] . These three operations were the only means by which link weights were altered during the course of this experiment.
The metadata field used to aggregate individual buckets into the hierarchical display was the 'artist' field. Thus, the adaptive display attempted to recommend the most appropriate artist to the current bucket, and individual albums were sub-ranked therein.
An open invitation was sent in August 2004 for users to traverse the system (although this experiment was based only on user traversals, the bucket displays can be indexed by web crawlers). Users self-identified and were then directed to a random initial bucket to begin their traversal. When the experiment concluded in October 2004, 160 users had navigated the system, visiting an average of 7.5 buckets each, for a total of 1200 bucket-to-bucket traversals. At any point in their traversal, they were able to exit browsing session and rate their assessment of the link utility. Table 1 summarizes the profiles of the volunteers that formed the community for this experiment. 
RESULTS
The utility of this system can be judged by how well it has incorporated community preferences into the dynamically generated link structure. Specifically, we are looking for verification that the user-defined qualities of importance and relatedness can be determined by analyzing the state of the network after users have extensively navigated the network.
Importance
Several metrics can be used to determine the importance the user community has given each music album represented as a bucket in this system. Because the system is designed to increase the number and the weight of the links connecting heavily trafficked objects, the social network analysis measurements of degree centrality and weighted degree centrality are appropriate metrics. PageRank is also an especially suitable metric, as it was designed to determine the importance of hyperlinked pages on the World Wide Web [7] .
The importance of each bucket in the system was calculated according to these measures and ranked accordingly. The next step in validating the network of links was to take the rankings determined by degree centrality, weighted degree centrality and PageRank and compare them to an authoritative ranking in the music industry.
The Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) publishes a list of the best-selling albums of all time [27] . However, only 51 of the 800 albums represented in this experiment were listed among the RIAA's best-selling albums.
Comparing the ranked list of albums created by our system with the RIAA list of best-selling albums, it became apparent that those albums highest ranked by degree centrality, weighted degree centrality and PageRank were all more likely to appear on the RIAA list than those in the collection at large. Although less than 6.5% of the albums in the entire collection were represented in the RIAA best-sellers, at least 25% of those albums ranked in the top 2% by any of the three given metrics appeared on the best-seller list. Figure 6 shows this trend graphed as probability of being included as a best-seller against rank by centrality and PageRank. Although not definitive validation of importance, this trend suggested a possible relationship between sales figures and our ranking metrics, a relationship that is further explored herein.
Because the system is designed to offer link recommendations based on content aggregated by artist, it is useful to determine whether the system has represented users' choices at the aggregate level. Indeed, because each user is much more likely to come across a favorite artist in the course of their navigation than a favorite particular album, it seems likely that aggregate preferences would be more apparent than those at the lowest level of discourse.
Measures of aggregate importance were calculated by taking a mean degree centrality per bucket of a given artist. The same was done for weighted degree centrality and PageRank.
Using the aggregate metrics, the artists were also ranked and compared against the RIAA list of best selling artists. Once again, only a small number were represented among the RIAA statistics, 14 of the 50 artists included in our system. However, among the highest ranked artists by any one of our metrics, 4 out of the top 5 were found to be included in the published top seller list. Again, an interesting trend to be further explored, as shown in Figure 7 . Using the aggregate ranking data, a more formal comparison of the system rankings to published rankings was conducted by calculating a Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient against various published lists. This generates a coefficient between -1 and 1, where the greater the difference from zero, the greater probability of a strong connection between the two data sets.
Using this technique, a Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient was calculated between the artists' ranks based upon their aggregate measures of centrality and artist rankings published by VH1 [29] , DigitalDreamDoor.com [11] , and even the original Spin list from which the artists in this experiment were taken. Surprisingly, no significant correlation was found to exist between any of these qualitative artist rankings and the artist rankings determined by the system. The highest correlation between any of these published lists and the system rankings was 0.29, when compared with the VH1 list of top artists. However, with 50 data pairs being compared, this coefficient has a greater than 5% likelihood of occurring by pure chance, and is therefore useless. The rankings generated by the system simply could not be shown to correlate to any of the given expert rankings.
Moving away from expert opinions and back to ranks derived from sales figures, we recorded the Amazon.com sales rank for 737 of our 800 albums. Amazon could offer no sales data on the remaining 63 albums, and they were not included in the following calculations. At the lowest level of discourse, a correlation coefficient was calculated between the Amazon sales ranks and the system-generated album ranks. These coefficients ranged from -0.11 for degree centrality to -0.18 for PageRank. Because of the large number of data pairs, it could not be conclusively determined whether the relationship between the data sets was significant.
However, comparing the aggregate data yielded more convincing results. Using the aggregate measures of degree centrality, weighted degree centrality and PageRank, the system-determined artist rankings were compared against each artist's mean Amazon sales rank. Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients of -0.49, -0.46 and -0.45 were calculated, respectively. For the 50 data pairs being tested in each case, this values produce a significance of greater than 0.99; a less than 1% likelihood of chance occurrence. The implicit user preferences revealed by the purchasing community of Amazon.com seem to be reflected by the implicit user preferences revealed by the browsing choices of our community of users.
Measurements were also taken to determine if the community of users tended to favor any particular time period. The mean weighted degree centrality per bucket for each album release year included in this experiment was calculated. These ranged from 1962 to 2004, as shown in Figure 8 . User preferences do not seem concentrated in any particular period. However, given the longevity of many of the albums (e.g., Pink Floyd's "Dark Side of the Moon"), release date and the duration of popular interest are not necessarily correlated.
Relatedness
The other half of validation is determining if related contents grew stronger links to each other in the course of users surfing the system. A principal component analysis was performed on an adjacency matrix representing all the weighted links between the artists included in this experiment. Cosine differences were calculated to build a covariance matrix, from which eigenvalues and eigenvectors were computed. Using the most significant eigenvalues, the corresponding eigenvectors were selected as the basis of a two-dimensional space in which each artist could be placed. Multiplying the covariance matrix by the eigenvectors, the two-dimensional coordinates for each artist were calculated. The results are shown in Figure 9 .
The primary component analysis can only determine the mathematically most significant dimensions in which to compare the values in the adjacency matrix, it naturally cannot determine the qualitative features of the elements that caused the users to create the weighted links as they did. The accuracy of describing the vertical axis in terms of niche audience vs. general audience, and the horizontal axis in terms of originality of sound is a matter of opinion. Because no explicit or inarguable patterns were revealed, this primary component analysis did not conclusively demonstrate any tendency toward greater relatedness of the system content.
In another analysis used to determine relatedness, a hierarchical clustering dendrogram was constructed. By taking the cosine differences between each pair of rows in an adjacency matrix representing the artists in the experiment, and grouping the artists in steps representing increasing cosine difference, the dendrogram in Figure 10 was created. As with the PCA, no explicit patterns were revealed in this analysis. Although some individual clusters seemed to be grouped on date, such as the prominent 1970s cluster of Led Zeppelin, Bob Marley, Kiss, Lynyrd Skynyrd and The Who, there were no consistent patterns to explain the groupings of the dendrogram as a whole. 
FUTURE WORK
This experiment uses only one field of digital object metadata in its attempt to create a useful, dynamically generated set of recommended links. It would be interesting to give users the option of grouping the recommendations according to their field of choice, such as date or genre.
The use of an initially random linked structure places a large burden on the early users of the system to wade through arbitrary content in search of their objects of interest. This also leads to the generation of spurious links, as the users blindly click from one bucket to the next in search of interesting content. This might be addressed by initially linking the content according to an explicit indexing scheme (e.g., musical genre, release date), and then testing if dynamic hierarchical link generation is able to add value to an already coherent network.
Another approach might attempt to collect explicit user assessments in tandem with the implicit preferences shown by browsing habits.
For example, the user might be presented with a set of links for each related digital object, each one of which serves the dual purposes of grading the current bucket while linking to the next bucket.
As in any user evaluation study, more participation is always desirable. Although 160 users and 1200 link traversals was satisfactory, more users and more link traversals would have resulted in a more stable system over time. If the testbed were to be kept in place for a longer running experiment, we would have needed to add a link attrition policy, such as limiting the display to the first 10 top-level links or slowly decrementing the value of all links.
Finally, a larger number of bands, including bands representing a larger variety of musical genres might lend itself to more concrete patterns emerging after sufficient user traversal. The original list of 50 bands shows some genre diversity, but is limited to the bands of interest to Spin Magazine readers. A future version of this work would combine the Spin Magazine artist list with similar lists from Down Beat (Jazz), Vibe (Urban), Music City News (Country), etc. 
CONCLUSIONS
Previous implementations of Hebbian learning recommendation services have been based on log analysis and the links were only updated periodically (generally monthly). Link computation and update was an expensive, slow process. We have described the implementation of a based recommendation service in a network of smart objects. The smart objects allow for the same computation of links, but in a scalable, distributed and real-time manner.
The network of smart objects built for this experiment demonstrated an ability to monitor usage patterns, and adjust its inter-object links according to that usage. User traversals completely altered the topology of the network from an unbiased initial state with equally weighted links, to a system of objects greatly differentiated by their dynamically generated positions of centrality.
Comparing the system-generated importance of the objects in the network, as measured by degree centrality, weighted degree centrality and PageRank, against any published list of expert opinion proved fruitless.
The implicit opinions of the experiment's user community simply did not match those of any expert we found. The preferences expressed by sales rank, however, proved a much better match. The relationship between user preferences and sales rank was shown to be strong, especially when measured in the aggregate.
Increased relatedness among the objects in the network could not be demonstrated. There are several possible causes of this. The quantity of network traffic was likely insufficient to fully develop links demonstrative of users' perceived relations between objects. The initial random structure of the network also forced early users to generate meaningless links as they clicked in search of their content of interest. These links likely obscured actual content relations. Lastly, the content of the objects in this experiment may have been "pre-selected" for relatedness relative to the readership of Spin Magazine, making coarse patterns (e.g., jazz, rock, country, etc.) hard to uncover.
